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You Best Start Believing in the Apocalypse, You’re in 

it! 

 

 

(From Picrates of the Carribean) 

 

 

Overview of the Remote Possibility of the 7th Seal 

Already Being Open 
 

I don’t subscribe to this theory but there are perhaps some interesting points to it. I will 

attempt to summarize some of them here. 

For reasons I believe the 7th seal is yet future, see my earlier writings on the last days in 

this text.  

The general appearance in the church manuals is that each seal is a 1000-year period and 

that the 7th is year 2000-3000 generally. 
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The earthquake of the 6th seal could have been the one near the opening thereof which 

killed many millions, I forget where, it’s been a while since I studied this.  

The Jupiter & Saturn alignments in 2000 and 2020 could indicate book ends of the half 

hour of silence (about 20 years in God’s time). 

Some say President Hinckley in the temple dedication in 2000 spoke of us now being in 

the 7th seal. 

What of the calling of the 144,000 that takes place in the 6th seal? Perhaps it has taken 

place among the ten tribes already. They are together as a body either in a hidden north 

location or on a removed portion of earth, and perhaps in whatever their location they 

could be already set apart as the 144,000.  

There was the April 6 Palmyra temple dedication in 2000 which some say fulfilled the 

revelation scripture as it was the first worldwide dedication (over 1,300 sites), so we have 

people all around the world waving the palm (white handkerchiefs representing such) in 

their ‘white’ (it was temple recommend only admittance). This temple was the 77th 

dedicated and the 100th announced. It was dedicated 170 years from the church being 

organized. The Hosanna shout done there means “god save us” and aligns with Rev. 7:9-

11.  

Here is that scripture (Rev. 7:9-11): “9 After this I beheld, and, lo, a great 

multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and kindreds, and 

people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed 

with white robes, and palms in their hands; 
10 And cried with a loud voice, saying, Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the 

throne, and unto the Lamb. 

11 And all the angels stood round about the throne, and about the elders and the 

four beasts, and fell before the throne on their faces, and worshipped God, 

12 Saying, Amen: Blessing, and glory, and wisdom, and thanksgiving, and honour, and 

power, and might, be unto our God for ever and ever. Amen.” 

 
The JST on the Revelation verse (I think its on the one about the half hour of silence, that 

or one about the last days in general) specifically points us to the conversion factor of 1 

day to God means 1000 years to us, and tells that we should apply that to the last days in 

particular.  

There was the 9/11 terrorism attack which could have indicated the beginning of the half 

hour of silence. It could be a token event of the covenant blessings of God being 

removed. 

Some say the Rome temple dedication fulfills on some level the Revelation scripture 

about the 24 elders and 4 beasts worshiping God in the city that slew the saints. There 

were all of the 12 apostles, statues of the original 12, the 3 of the 1st presidency, and the 
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Christ statue. That makes 24 and 4, and they are worshipping God in that place where 

there were so many martyrs.  

There is the Vaugn J Featherstone capsule of 50 years to be opened soon which speaks of 

the millennium already having begun. Some have said however that this would be a time 

of living in New Jerusalem before the Universal Millennium, as Featherstone himself 

would be there anyway if it was during the millennium when the righteous are risen. 

Perhaps, perhaps not. Perhaps it was a letter to demonstrate prophecy, even if he is 

already resurrected / present for its opening.  

Perhaps the saints were just too wicked to redeem Zion a long time before Christ’s return, 

perhaps Christ’s return is sooner than we think.  

If the half hour of silence began around year 2000 as indicated by an opening of the 7 th 

seal at that time, we are looking just around the corner for that half hour of silence to be 

fulfilled.  

Perhaps the Corona Virus of 2019 December – 2021 (present) is a token illness 

representing God’s wrath to come upon the wicked before the end. Perhaps it evokes the 

economic downfall soon to come which could lead to great wars, civil and otherwise. 

Some say this plague is too weak and more major plagues are coming. I would generally 

agree with that, but it is odd timing that the “plague” started right at 2020, the 

theoretical ending of the half hour of silence. Perhaps there was a half hour of more or 

less peacefulness, then after that things crank up, after that half hour of silence, and the 

corona is the beginning of all that, a chance for those semi-awake to get more awake and 

prepared.  

Perhaps the President Hinckley in 2001 Oct. General Conference talk in which he 

indicated that what Moroni told Joseph was not yet fulfilled is now fulfilled in 2001 has 

to do with much fulfilment of transition into 7th seal.  

April 2020 General Conference was unique, we made a proclamation to the world on the 

restoration. 

Sister Nelson did say these days are more latter than we realize. President Nelson did say 

we are in the latter part of the latter days. I had a stake president in 2021 tell us to prepare 

as though the Savior were coming at the end of this year.  

Those who say we are still in the 6th seal speak of a difference between the “opening” of 

the seals, and the seals themselves. They suggest the opening are a series of events which 

take place at the end time which represent the 1000-year periods, not that the scroll seals 

are opened at the literal beginning of each 1000 year period. Perhaps there is some truth 

to both.  
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If 7th Seal Opened Y2K, Why Didn’t The Millennium 

Begin? D&C 77:13 
 

D&C 77:13 speaks of plagues to happen BETWEEN the time of the 7th seal opening 

& the Lord’s return, this COULD indicate we are in that window now: “13 Q. When 

are the things to be accomplished, which are written in the 9th chapter of Revelation? A. 

They are to be accomplished after the opening of the seventh seal, before the coming of 

Christ.” 

 

 

Goddard’s Summary of Why 7th Seal Y2K & ½ Hr. 

Silence 2,000-2,020 
From the public Goddard slides: 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/9?lang=eng
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I would add that the trumpet falling from the SLC temple (March 18, 2020) and the 

earthquake associated therewith is highly significant. I would also add the calling home 

of the missionaries and closure of the temples. 

 

Brent Goddard 7th Seal Y2K Signs Overview 
These are shared freely at goddardfamily.com.  
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Shell McDermott Timeline Overview 
(This is from the Goddard public slides) 
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Masa Yoshi 7th Seal 7 Year Tribulation Overview 
From his public video (https://www.youtu be.com/watch?v= Klg4aj7C5vk) 
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Ryan Allen Timeline Overview 
From Goddard public slides, Allen video link below: 
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2 Half Hours of Silence Theory 
 

Brent Goddard suggests that it could be that one of these was an about 20 year period, 

and another is a half hour 30minute period. This could resolve some issues.  

Perhaps Rev. is a 20 year period half hour, and D&C 88 is a 30 minute half hour after 

that. 

D&C 88 was given in 1833, and it says “not many days hence” for many natural disasters 

and signs, and it speaks of a half hour of silence after that stuff, after which saints are 

caught up. 

 

Kent Blackhurst suggests that there could have been the 1st 20 year half hour from about 

2000-2020, and another which will come after the coming of the Lord at the Mt. of 

Olives and before the great and dreadful day when the Lord appears to all the world in 

glory to consume the wicked.  

 

Others say that the half hour spoken of in the book of revelation and the half hour spoken 

of in the book of the D&C are one and the same.  

 

Goddard: Opening 7th Seal 
 

 Revelation 7: 9-11 (Just before the opening of the seventh seal.) 

 After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, of all 

nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and 

before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands; And cried 

with a loud voice, saying, Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the throne, 

and unto the Lamb. 

 April 6, 2000 Palmyra, NY Temple Dedication 

 77th Dedicated temple, 100th announced temple 

 Exactly 170 years from the church organization 

 First temple dedication to be broadcast via satellite to every tongue and 

people 
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 Over 1,300 sites, dressed in white, waved white handkerchiefs 

representing palm leaves, representing the phrase “God Save Us” 

 

 

 Seventh seal opened around the year 2000 according to LDS.org 

 D&C 77:12 “…in the beginning of the seventh thousand years will the Lord 

God sanctify the earth, and complete the salvation of man, and judge all things, 

and shall redeem all things…before the time of his coming.” 

 Then ½ hour of silence in heaven (20.8 years). Then tribulations. 

 April Conference 2020 like none other:  

 Celebrating the 200th anniversary of the first vision 

 No audience in the Conference Center, temple in China and Dubai 

 Proclamation to the world of the restoration of the fulness of the gospel 

 Those prepared by prophets for a “Home Centered Church” will watch 

from their homes in the midst of a global pandemic 

 “But perhaps these days are more “latter” than we have ever imagined.” 

Sister Nelson, Hope of Israel, Worldwide Youth Devotional, June 3, 2018 

 

Goddard: 6th Seal Opening with Quake in Syria Killing 

Over a Million at 1202AD 
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Aaron Ellis Timeline: 70 Weeks & 2017-2024 
(screenshots from his public online lecture) 
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The Great Tribulation (Rev. & Daniel) – Aaron Ellis 
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Daniel 70 Weeks Prophecy – Aaron Ellis 

 

Why I like Kent Blackhurst 
 

We may be further than I thought. 

 

Kent Blackhurst doesn't make things crazy, he points out natural fulfillments. That 

makes sense! We don't need strange things, gods ways are plain.  

 

The signs should NOT be detectable to the spiritually asleep. So they're just quiet 

enough.  

 

Kent uses lots of living prophets in his analysis. 

 

His teachings brought great peace and joy to my heart. 

 

Kent Blackhurst Timeline Overview of 2017-2024 
(screenshot from his public online lecture) 
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Fasten Your Seatbelts for the Second Coming - series 

by Kent Blackhurst - links, highlights, timeline, 

interpretations 
 

 

Fasten Your Seatbelts for the Second Coming - series by Kent Blackhurst 

 

Pt 1 https://youtu.be/HuuUAtE7lR0 Is this the generation?  

 

Pt 2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQX6-i-YSp8 The Sixth Seal has Passed 

 

Pt 3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8n16Q1Wx3g Understanding & 

Recognizing Heavenly Signs 

 

Pt 4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gp2OnB0mEQY The First 4 Angels are 

Already Sounding Their Trumps 

 

Pt 5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24F6ZNFhISk The Next 3 Angels to Sound 

are Just Around the Corner (Revised)  

 

Pt 6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtc6i-LF8-A&t=1s The Blesings of Israel 

 

https://youtu.be/HuuUAtE7lR0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lQX6-i-YSp8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O8n16Q1Wx3g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gp2OnB0mEQY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=24F6ZNFhISk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qtc6i-LF8-A&t=1s
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Pt 7 https://youtu.be/GPA4SpZ22zs 666, 2 Witnesses, Armageddon, & Christ's coming 

to the Mount of Olives  

 

Pt 8 https://youtu.be/1CvYVzAMLO8 Definitions of Zion 

 

Pt 9 https://youtu.be/Lvr3IlXo4jw Summary  

 

 

------------------------------------------------------- 

The presented order of events:  

Opening of 7th seal (year 2000) 

Half hour of silence (year 2000-2020)  

2020 earthquake, SLC temple trumpet falls, the icon of the church 

WW3 Oct. 2020 

Then 3.5 years of tribulation, saints in Zion are spared 

Armagedon around 2027 

Then Christ appears on Mt. of Olives (the Jews are converted, and the continents 

recombine) 

Then a half hour of silence of ~20yrs. of global missionary work to the nations of the 

Arabs etc., preparing all who will stand with the Lord and not be burned at the Lord's 

coming in glory to the world. A time of great missionary work!  

 

 

-------------------------------- 

Some notes:  

 

Hinckley a prophet seer and revelator in 2000 (or 01?) says Joel's prophecy was already 

fulfilled, shows 6th seal closed, 7th open.  

6th seal sun darkened,this is when the dark ages occurred. The Stars fell from the 

heaven symbolizing many leaving the faith.  

The heavens unrolled as a scroll, unprecedented scientific advancement.  

 

There were about 144k high priests in the church by the turn of the millennium into 

year 2000.  

(Note- we probably all have some of the 12 tribes in us, mixed.) 

Nelson recently changed high priests quorum to only those who are currently in the 

leadership positions, perhaps to make it very clear who the 144k are. Wow!  

This number is also symbolic and also includes saints from earlier years of the Earth 

and it wasn't quite 144k at the turn of the millennium if you're only counting living 

church leaders 

But adding in sister leaders would make it a lot more to 

 

Great tribulation? Many plagues and major wars in 20th century. But there's also "the" 

great tribulation. 

https://youtu.be/GPA4SpZ22zs
https://youtu.be/1CvYVzAMLO8
https://youtu.be/Lvr3IlXo4jw
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Temples in enough time zones, people serving in them night and day.  

 

Palmyra temple dedication 77th temple announced and 100th dedicated, seen by people 

all around the world due to the broadcast, right at opening of 7th seal.  

 

It's not the 11th hour it's like 2:00 a.m. when you'd expect a thief 

 

The 11th hour in Hebrew means the last part before the next day of 6:00 a.m. work 

starts 

 

The trumpets angels being given with some time between them allows for this to 

happen and the Lords return to be as a thief in the night. 

 

Nelson says we are the people nephi saw in vision 

 

The 2020 apr? Gen conf it was said we are those who were seen coming out of 

tribulation.  

 

 

5mo scorpions, locusts: the China covid lockdown of terror where millions had no 

food, was 5 months. Locusts mean no food.  

 

Oct 2020 ww3  

 

Mount of Olives and continents come back together, then 20 yrs of preaching to 

heathen nations before the burning of the wicked  

 

Gathering to Zion done (?) 

 

Trumpet fell off temple this was the great earthquake 

 

5 angel trumpets already sounded 

 

Conf. quote of how the words temple and Zion belong in the same sentence.  

 

The hail stones the weight of a talent are bombs, they didn't have a word for that. 

(makes sense they'll come with fire; in the time of Moses this may have been comets 

rather than hale) 

 

The water of Egypt to blood was via a culture of microbes with a red color, which gave 

off a gas killing fish, etc.  
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The 1/3 of the sea creatures dying etc., that can all take place only in the east in a few 

bodies of water. Areas near Israel.  

 

The wormwood, waters poisoned, this is done, you can't drink any freshwater now 

without a filter due to acid rains.  

 

Quotes prophets saying that to those with eyes to see the signs of the times are 

happenning now abundantly. 

 

Dead sea healed doesn't need to be before the coming at mt olives. The living waters 

flow there only after they accept Christ. So it's before the coming to burn the wicked.  

 

Levites converted, make a last sacrifice knowing it's of Christ, them the temple used 

for non blood sacrifice.  

 

Temples destroyed refers to completed restoration events  

 

1/3 of businesses were closed during covid many wouldn't reopen. Fulfills revelation 

about 1/3 less light. It's the desolating scourge, seen by the generation of people at the 

time of the 1950s return of Jews to Israel.  

 

5mo China covid lockdowns like locusts withokding food, great screaming terror, 

among non-Christian nation, so those without the mark of God, and they didn't hurt the 

grass only the people.  

 

 

After the wars is when AoA happens 

 

Russia is Gog Magog 

 

The two witnesses likely LDS apostles of our time 

 

Noah & Elijah were translated so that they could go to Jesus in a corporal state to give 

kids to Jesus and later resurrected they gave those same keys to Joseph Smith and 

Oliver cowdry 

 

The two LDS apostles could spend much of the three and a half year ministry largely 

unnoticed especially if they're on good terms with the leader of Israel they could go 

unnoticed until they call down plagues etc 

 

The saying of one of the witnesses being named David is probably more likely talking 

about Jesus 

 

Lion as Iraq and Iran which were Persia 
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Bear Russia.  

 

The beast that was and is not and yet is is Palestine the organization that wants all the 

Jews out. Only some recognize it. 

 

Lect 7 49min, every 6 min a Christian does for his faith. Other info too.  

 

The time of the gentiles will be fulfilled when Christ comes to the Mount of Olives 

then the Jews are converted and the heathen Nations begin to be preached to for a half 

hour of silence 20 years. 

 

The 10 tribes return after the Mount of Olives when we are doing the mission to the 

heathen Nations 

 

Closing of temples in March of 2020 was the beginning of the ending the daily 

sacrifice and it would be 3 and 1/2 years after that that a great woe would happen for 

12 mo 

 

Thomas Ford was an antichrist bringing down Joseph and Hiram and resulting in 

destruction of nauvoo Temple holy sanctuary fulfilling prophecies of Daniel 

 

Mt olives appearance of Christ before we return to Missouri. 

 

Missouri already desilated no yellow dog at civil war. Could be again.  

 

Mcconkie says the people not the land of the city of Enoch were taken up. 

 

Be willing to share food storage. 

 

Not everyone needs to go to Missouri but the Church headquarters will be moved there 

 

Ezra's eagle prophecy 

 

At the time of the first vision there were 10 kingdoms from Rome this is the only time 

and this was fulfilled perfectly 

 

Mark of beast: we already use a bar code which begins in 6, has a 6 in the middle, and 

another 6 at the end.  
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7th Seal Theory Timeline Overview 
 

For details as to why I've placed events where I have, refer to the original 

full length calendar.  

Seals are 1000-year periods of the Earth’s 7000-year temporal 

lifespan, as revealed in the D&C. 1st seal: 4000-3000BC (bible dictionary 

places Adam around 4000BC). 2nd seal: 3000-2000BC. 3rd seal: 2000-

1000BC. 4th seal: 1000BC-0AD. 5th seal: 0-1000AD. Christian martyrs 

(see book Foxes Book of the Martyrs). 1000-2000AD 6th seal (the signs 

of the times). 2000-3000AD 7th (final) seal (the grand millennium). Half 

hour of silence (God’s time half hour is about 21 years) after 7th seal 

opens, before final events & Christ’s return.  

1000-2000 6th seal. Major earthquake in 1202 in Jerusalem killing 

over 1 million fulfilled the great quake. Church grows significantly, 

causing the calling of the 144,000 

to be complete.  

2024 eclipses of 2017 & 

2024 X out Missouri, possible 

meteor hits it, ground ready for 

New Jerusalem construction.  

2024 Daniel’s ‘70 weeks 

until the end’ prophecy 

completed.  

Possible meteor hits Utah area, triggering Yellowstone volcano, releasing 

the abyss, "upon my house (Utah) shall it (desolating scourge) begin". 

New Jerusalem built in Missouri. Christ regularly appears there. Many 

gathered. Lost tribes return. Much missionary work. 

2024 Possible Adam-Ondi-Ahman, the battle of Armageddon, the 

3rd Temple of Jerusalem, building of New Jerusalem, the return of 10 

tribes, etc. 3 prophets at Jerusalem 

2027 Armageddon. Then bury dead for 7 years. 

2033/34 open Elder Featherstone's 50 year time capsule which 

proclaims the Second Coming has occurred already (but which part? The 
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coming to the New Jerusalem, not to the whole world, lest Featherstone 

himself already be there resurrected).  

 

Eclipses of 2027 & 2034 cross out Old Jerusalem (just like the 

2017 & 2024 crossed out New Jerusalem). destruction imminent. More 

precisely its over Egypt. The Book of Revelation essentially describes 

plagues of Egypt repeating (but on a larger scale). Christ to Mount of 

Olives, then sometime thereafter (could be a while), grand Second Coming 

(the great and dreadful day when Christ comes to all the world, torching 

whatever dross remains). 1st Resurrection occurs. 2000th anniversary of 

the resurrection of Christ. Mirrors when resurrected Christ came to 

America around 33/34AD. 

 

 

 

 

Calendar Items of Last Days Past & Future According 

to 7th Seal Y2K Theory 

Note: I don’t subscribe to the theory of 7th seal opening at year 2000, I 

think it is yet future as some things likely havne’t happened which must 

happen in the 6th seal. There is however a possibility. Also note that within 

that possibility, various scenarios are possible, all of which are not listed 

here. Many place the “7 year tribulation” from 2017-2024, though it could 

well be happening 2022-2029, or 2024-2031, 2020-2027, etc. 

-2000 – 2024 Some suggest the Revelation 8 trumpets which sound take 

place concurrently within the half hour of silence and beyond. See this 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y by Kent Blackhurst 

-1000-2000 In the 6th seal the signs of the times came to pass, as stated in 

the book of Revelation. Consider this evidence: The sun being darkened is 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y
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fulfilled literally by all the solar eclipses and spiritually by the dark ages. 

1095 to 1492 was when these last crusades were and then Columbus did 

his work, bringing light. 1918 the Spanish flu began suddenly killing 50 

million; double the black plague deaths around 25 million in the 14th 

century. The Moon being turned to blood is fulfilled in lunar eclipses but 

also spiritually by warfare on the Earth and we had major world wars etc. 

108 million people were killed in wars in the 20th century which makes it 

the bloodiest century to date. 138,370 million deaths occurred due to 

genocides in the 20th century. The heavens opening as a scroll symbolizes 

the restoration happening, and other knowledge (perhaps the renaissance, 

the enlightenment, etc.). Stars falling can mean apostacy. Leaves shaking 

off the tree blowing about in the wind is also symbolic of people going 

with whatever doctrine is popular. Mountains and islands moving can be 

slow and imperceptible an analogy a spiritual level for this is like the 

gospel moving forward sometimes it goes forward without much 

perception of the people at large. The mountain is also a symbol of the 

temple we have temples moving across the entire Earth. And they move 

wickedness out of their place. Who shall be able to stand and they moved 

into caves this actually happened after the 1202 earthquake they went to 

live in caves because they were tired of their houses collapsing on them. 

Hiding in caves on the metaphorical level is how people want to hide their 

sins from God at the time of his return etc. Hiding in the dens and the 

rocks is also symbolic of how rocks symbolize Jesus so a lot of people say 

they believe in God and they try to hide their lifestyles under that 

professed religion.  

(These insights from Kent Blackhurst’s 6th seal lecture at 

https://youtu.be/q1rNdRhEAQc) (More on genocide statistics: 

https://ourworldindata.org/genocides) 

 

-1000-1200 Great earthquake as recorded in Anglo Saxon records, kills 

many. Fulfills prophecy of great earthquake which happens shortly after 

the 6th seal open.  

https://youtu.be/q1rNdRhEAQc
https://ourworldindata.org/genocides
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-1202 in Syria an earthquake where over a million people died this was at 

a time when there are only about 350 million people on earth. The 

kingdom of Jerusalem as it was called back then was hit very severely. 

(Shared by Kent Blackhurst in 6th Seal lecture 

https://youtu.be/q1rNdRhEAQc) Fulfills prophecy of great earthquake 

which happens shortly after the 6th seal opens. 

 

 

2000 7th seal opened. Symbolized by world-wide Palmyra Temple 

dedication, fulfilled Revelation scripture about massive congregation 

worshiping God at beginning of 7th seal. 

2020 Half-hour silence possibly ended. Corona plague drama 

begins. 7 trumpets of destruction impending. Trumpet falls from SLC 

Temple during a symbolic earthquake. Missionaries called home from all 

around the world. Temples close. World shuts down due to a virus, 

millions of businesses permanently close.  

2021 Spring: Half hour of silence certainly ended. US Civil War 

2. Europe falls. Saints persecuted. Food storage needed. President 

Benson's 40-year warning time fulfilled. Elder Bednar’s 5-year window 

before one of Christ’s comings is fulfilled, some possibly see Christ & are 

translated preparing them to endure the forthcoming tribulations.  

 

-1830 Joseph Smith said the calling of the 144,000 had commenced 

sometime hereabouts.  

There were around 143,000 congregation leaders as of 2019, add in the 

Seventies etc. it's a bit more, around 146k. This shows that the 144k were 

indeed ‘called’ in the 6th seal (before the year 2000). The 6th seal was set 

apart for the signs of the times, the preparing the way of the Lord, the 

establishment of the latter-day church and significant growth therein. The 

144k may be symbolic meaning all those who uphold the church and 

preach the gospel, but we see it also has literal fulfillment. Translation 

https://youtu.be/q1rNdRhEAQc
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could keep church leaders, missionaries, Zion builders etc. alive during 

tribulations so the kingdom can continue on even when many die. 144,000 

being sealed refers at least in part to members of the restored church 

getting their endowments in the temples which strengthen them to endure 

the trials of the seventh seal. 12 in Hebrew represents the leadership and 

144 is a multiple of 12. At the end of 2019 there were 143500 local high 

priest leaders. Add general authorities '70s Mission presidents etc. and you 

have over 146,000 church leaders high priests. if you're included the 

female leaders this is much higher number. At the turn of the century 

around year 2000 the number wasn't quite that high but you must 

remember that the number of the 144,000 was starting to already be called 

in the days of Joseph Smith. This number being the church leaders 

generally make sense because their goal is to bring everyone to exaltation 

in this celestial kingdom as many as they can and exaltation in the celestial 

kingdom is the Church of the firstborn. (These ideas & statistics from a 

lecture Kent Blackhurst about the 6th seal events at 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y) (Some balk at the 144k being church 

leaders generally seeing as church leaders sometimes don’t live the gospel 

but remember 1. Don’t be an accuser of the brethren. 2. God works 

through imperfect people. 3. The 144k may be a symbolic number and 

include many more than just the official church leaders. 4. The wicked 

will be cut off, church leader or no.) 

 

 

-2000-2020 Possible some trumpets have sounded already. John's first 

trumpet fulfilled tons of fire in last two decades. Second trumpet fulfilled 

too tons of volcanoes and quakes, near them water as blood. 

Third trumpet fulfilled by acid rain it's way worse than it used to be. The 

next trumpet of the sun being darkened might come to pass in 2021 at the 

midpoint of the tribulations. after the first 4 trumpets there comes a whoa 

meaning everyone is going to say whoa I can't believe this is happening 

super big epic. With the fulfillment of these first three trumpets and the 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y
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signs in general remember the world at Large is asleep to them. 68 million 

refugees in 2017. This along with the sex trafficking and a lot of other 

drug cartels and things like that make it a good time for fulfillment to 

tribulation prophecy. (This info was shared in a lecture at 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y by Kent Blackhurst) 

 

Also on earthquakes, this analysis from Kent Blackhurst: In the 1960s and 

70s and 80s it was about 41 earthquakes per year that caused major killing 

and in '90s to year 2000 it was about 60 per year which is a 50% increase 

then 336 of these type of earthquakes from around 2011 to 2020 which is 

over an 800% increase. (see his 6th seal presentation: 

https://youtu.be/q1rNdRhEAQc)  

 

See D&C 77:7 description of seals being 1000-year periods, “7 Q. What 

are we to understand by the seven seals with which it was sealed? A. We 

are to understand that the first seal contains the things of the first thousand 

years, and the second also of the second thousand years, and so on until 

the seventh.” 

 

-2000: after the 7th seal opens, the half hour of silence begins. This silence 

could be minimal natural disasters. This silence could also be a period of 

the woman being with child but not yet in labor. This silence could also be 

a period of preparations before major warnings return to the General 

Conference messages. 

 

-2000: April 6: Rev. 7:9-15 fulfilled, end of the 6th seal, start of the 7th 

seal: Palmyra New York temple dedication. This was the 1st temple 

dedication worldwide broadcast at stake centers to temple recommend 

holding adults and those 12 and above. Palmyra was the 70th Temple 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y
https://youtu.be/q1rNdRhEAQc
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/#note7a
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/#note7b
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/#note7c
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announced and the hundred Temple in operation it also has serious 

connections to church history. Those in attendance at the temple wore 

white. White handkerchiefs were waved symbolizing the ancient palm 

leaves. The hosana shout may be the same words as John foresaw, but the 

Book of Revelation has been through several translations obscuring this. 

The prophecy says this event will be an innumerable multitude, but the 

world-wide aspect of this fulfills that. Innumerable often is symbolic. For 

example: Christ says he has made worlds without end. Elsewhere, Christ 

says his works are all numbered. Some suggest the Navoo temple 

dedication in 2002, the only other world-wide temple dedication 

broadcast, may also fulfill this scripture.  

For reference, here is Rev. 7:9-15: “9 After this I beheld, and, lo, a great 

multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and kindreds, and 

people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed 

with white robes, and palms in their hands; 10 And cried with a loud 

voice, saying, Salvation to our God which sitteth upon the throne, and 

unto the Lamb. 11 And all the angels stood round about the throne, and 

about the elders and the four beasts, and fell before the throne on their 

faces, and worshipped God, 12 Saying, Amen: Blessing, and glory, and 

wisdom, and thanksgiving, and honour, and power, and might, be unto our 

God for ever and ever. Amen. 13 And one of the elders answered, saying 

unto me, What are these which are arrayed in white robes? and whence 

came they? 14 And I said unto him, Sir, thou knowest. And he said to me, 

These are they which came out of great tribulation, and have washed their 

robes, and made them white in the blood of the Lamb. 15 Therefore are 

they before the throne of God, and serve him day and night in his temple: 

and he that sitteth on the throne shall dwell among them.” 

-2000 and 2020: Hosana shouts signify the approximate opening and 

closing of the half hour of silence. 2000 via the Palmyra temple dedication 

and again in the 2000 conference center dedication. Then at the 200 year 

anniversary of the First Vision another hosana shout 202.  
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-2000 and 2020: At these times were the closest times when Jupiter and 

Saturn overlapped in the night sky. Jupiter is known as the king planet, 

symbolizing Christ. Saturn is known as the harvest planet due to its rings 

which look like a scythe or sickle. These could suggest that Christ is 

completing his harvest, or about the separate the wheat from the tares. It 

could symbolize the opening and closing of the half hour of silence.  

-2000 Spring: 2 hosana shouts: one at Palmyra temple dedication, another 

at conference center dedication at general conference, which was televised 

world wide. These are indicative of the 7th seal having opened. 

-2017 – 2024 Many suggest this is the last week of Daniel’s 70 weeks 

prophecy, and the time of “Great Tribulation” spoken of in JST Matthew, 

the book of Revelation, book of Daniel, etc., being the two 3.5-year 

periods of tribulation. The second of these 3.5-year periods is to be far 

worse than the first, such as a woman in labor pain becoming dramatic 

toward the end. My mother described it, ‘when you think you’re about to 

die, you finally deliver.’ Here are a few lectures which analyze this time 

period: https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y  by Kent Blackhurst and 

https://youtu.be/dgvMRA4NRsQ by Aaron Ellis.  

 

-2018 December: Levites dedicated the 3rd temple of Jerusalem alter; in 

April of 2019 they did a Passover sacrifice. 

About 2 years and 2 months before the second Jerusalem Temple was built 

a cornerstone and altar were built so if history repeats itself about 2 years 

in 2 months after this dedication of the 3rd Temple altar will come the 

construction of the 3rd Jerusalem Temple which would put us in spring of 

2021. 

(The group of Levites claim to have kept their lineage pure these thousand 

years and if that is the case they are priests in the Aaronic priesthood and 

need no ordination.) 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y
https://youtu.be/dgvMRA4NRsQ
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-2019 there were around 143,000 congregation leaders as of 2019, add in 

the Seventies etc. it's a bit more, around 146k. This shows that the 144k 

were indeed ‘called’ in the 6th seal (before the year 2000). The 6th seal was 

set apart for the signs of the times, the preparing the way of the Lord, the 

establishment of the latter-day church and significant growth therein. The 

144k may be symbolic meaning all those who uphold the church and 

preach the gospel, but we see it also has literal fulfillment. Translation 

could keep church leaders, missionaries, Zion builders etc. alive during 

tribulations so the kingdom can continue on even when many die. (The 

statistics of 143k congregation leaders as of 2019 etc. as shared here are 

from a lecture Kent Blackhurst about the 6th seal events at 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y)  

 

-2019 April? Sons of Levi (Levites) start doing temple Passover sacrifice 

rituals. See Levites website (?). This could begin to fulfil LDS & biblical 

prophecies that the time for the Aaronic priesthood is about to be 

complete, and that, as Joseph Smith taught, blood sacrifice would be a part 

of the restoration of all things in the last days. 

(Note, some say it is apostate to consider these Levites outside the church 

as fulfilling prophecy of the 3rd Jerusalem temple. I include the idea here 

as an unlikely possibility.) 

-2020 April: General conference hosanna shout, likely symbolized ending 

of half hour of silence.  The half hour of silence opened with a hosanna 

shout at the year 2000 and ended with this hosanna shout. 

-2020/2021 Half hour of silence ending indicates plagues/tribulations now 

begin: “If the time here mentioned is ‘the Lord’s time’ in which one day is 

a thousand years, the half hour would be some twenty-one of our years. 

Could this be interpreted to mean that such a period will elapse after the 

commencement of the seventh thousand-year period and before the 

outpouring of the woes about to be named?” Bruce R. McConkie, The 

https://youtu.be/mLkUwmPMv-Y
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Millennial Messiah: The Second Coming of the Son of Man (Salt Lake 

City: Deseret Book, 1982), p.382 

JST 2 Peter 3:8 specifically says the conversion of time into God’s time is 

how we discern the time of the Lord’s return. It says, “but concerning the 

coming of the Lord beloved…” 

 

D&C 38:11-12 says the silence is from the wickedness, and that after it the 

angels plague everyone.  

“11 For all flesh is corrupted before me; and the powers 

of darkness prevail upon the earth, among the children of men, in the 

presence of all the hosts of heaven—12 Which causeth silence to reign, 

and all eternity is pained, and the angels are waiting the great command 

to reap down the earth, to gather the tares that they may be burned; and, 

behold, the enemy is combined.” (D&C 38:11-12)  

 

And D&C 88 talks about the half hour of silence before the Lord comes 

too.  

 

Revelation says it is "about" half an hour. D&C says exactly half an hour. 

This fits well with the half hour of silence ending around 2020/2021 and 

the first 3.5 years of tribulations which started in 2017 being over, and the 

second 3.5 year tribulation about to come to pass. The 2nd 3.5 year 

tribulation is to be much worse than the first. Further, the D&C says that 

immediately after the half hour of silence, the Lord will come to his 

SAINTS (not to everyone yet!) and they will be taken up to meet him. If 

you’re not familiar with the half hour of silence it is this: the 7th seal 

opens around year 2000, and about 20 or 21 years later, the half hour of 

silence is over. Several places in the scriptures we see 1000 years to man 

is a day to God, so a half hour is about 20 or 21 years. 

Note: The beginning of 2020 is when the COVID-19 pandemic began. 

This correlates with the ending of the half hour of silence. Even if you 

doubt the seriousness of the pandemic and see the government overreach 
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making it a bigger deal than it should be, you can see the major impact it 

has had by so many losing jobs, economies being wrecked, etc. 

-2021 Spring: Possible 3rd Jerusalem construction time. In 2018 

December Levites dedicated the 3rd temple of Jerusalem alter; About 2 

years and 2 months before the second Jerusalem Temple was built a 

cornerstone and altar were built so if history repeats itself about 2 years in 

2 months after this dedication of the 3rd Temple altar will come the 

construction of the 3rd Jerusalem Temple which would put us in spring of 

2021. 

-2021 April 6: 2000 April 6 & this date may mark the beginning & 

end of the half hour of silence. The half hour of silence is accomplished. 

½ hour to God is about 20.8 years, because 1000 years is a day to God. 

-2021: Now that half hour of silence is over, the 7 trumps with their 

plague vials begin. 

-2021 Spring: Some suggest a ‘mid-tribulation rapture’ will take place, 

translating the righteous to protect them against the forthcoming 

destructions. 

-2021 Feb. 4: Some suggest that, if the half hour of silence began 2000 

April 6, that it would end at this date. See 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMlSIfmOtvI&feature=youtu.be&fbcl

id=IwAR3Pr62VDj5KD9H49bYmYxJJUdCJlZJHPgTfPwHB9bd5ztDjix

1vjxU9UAQ by Brian W.  

Could be the final destructions at the time of the 2nd Coming of Christ in 

Glory, or preparation for other destructions before His coming. This is the 

year the 7-year tribulation is likely fulfilled in America. 

-2024 Solar eclipse how it fulfills prophecy: Matthew 24 says the 

tribulations happen then the sky is darkened then the sign of the coming of 

the son of man and then Jesus comes. The 2024 solar eclipse can fulfill the 

prophecy of the sky being dark and after the tribulations. Matthew 24 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMlSIfmOtvI&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3Pr62VDj5KD9H49bYmYxJJUdCJlZJHPgTfPwHB9bd5ztDjix1vjxU9UAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMlSIfmOtvI&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3Pr62VDj5KD9H49bYmYxJJUdCJlZJHPgTfPwHB9bd5ztDjix1vjxU9UAQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMlSIfmOtvI&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR3Pr62VDj5KD9H49bYmYxJJUdCJlZJHPgTfPwHB9bd5ztDjix1vjxU9UAQ
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indicates that the sign of the coming of the son of man and the coming of 

Jesus are two different things one being a sign that happens a little while 

before the actual. The first coming of Christ was indicated by a bright 

celestial sign and the second coming will be as well. Joseph Smith said the 

sign of the coming of the son of man people will say it's a comment or a 

star but what it will actually be also according to Joseph Smith as reported 

by one of his closest associates is Joseph Smith said that it will be the city 

of Enoch coming. (These ideas from Aaron Ellis at 

https://youtu.be/dgvMRA4NRsQ) 

 

-2024-2030 Major destructions of the Book of Revelation taking place. 

Saints gather to places of safety. As D&C says, all who don't want war 

flee to Zion for refuge. 

https://youtu.be/aA7jzYNokeE in about the last 20 minutes of this video 

by Book of Mormon allegory we see 2027 2034 eclipses 

 

 

Highlights on Jodi Stoddard’s 4 part Presentation on 

Revelation & Daniel - Based on 7th Seal Year 2000 

Theory 
 

These notes are shared with permission of the author.  

On Signs & Wonders Presentations on Daniel & Revelation 

I don’t share her views on the timing of the seals and so forth but there are 

some very interesting points in these lectures to be considered: 

Part 1: 

 

https://youtu.be/dgvMRA4NRsQ
https://youtu.be/aA7jzYNokeE
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-7 is bible number, over 800 times in bible, days of week, seals, etc. 

12 is 180 times in bible, shows faith the church and divine rule. gods 

kingdom 12 gates guarded by 12 angels.... 12 priests from each tribe, 

144000 is 12k x 12k 

-40 bible number......... gestation of child. rain at Noah. years to build SLC 

temple. Jonah warning to Nineveh 4444440 40 days. Israel 40 years 

wander. Fasting 40 days 

-70 bible number. its 10 and 7. 70 elders, 70 captivity years ; 70 7's 

-seeing sign doesn't mean you’re there, a sign says sometime soon 

something is coming. Signs indicate future events, thus they can occur 

quietly without the notice of people. 

-Wendy Nelson Jan 2016 Hawaii talk becoming the person you were (born 

to be?) at 9:43 min on her talk asks what if you knew Christ already on the 

earth and meeting held without news or blogosphere knowing, what would 

you be desperate to do today? 

-1260 is about 3.5 years. time times and half a time. 

-the time off trouble is 3.5 years, the day of Jehovah and 3.5 more years of 

great trouble, knowing you are in labor of delivering the child. pains to be 

delivered. 

women don't know for sure in labor until half way through, thn increased 

pain. 

-if a sign happens on a holy day you know it is what you seek 

-1836 on Passover dedication of Kirtland temple. Elijah appears. 

-2300 days or 2300 years. units interchangeable 

-about 15 min in see Daniel chart the 2300 years. 

-destruction of temple 70AD 

-Miller, founder of Millerites, says 437? AD , speaks of 23000 years after 

that for second coming, but that calculation takes you to when 1846 

Nauvoo temple dedication, we got temple ordinances and work restored. 

-2 on both sides of river,,,, time times and half till the holy people 

scattered then these accomplished. Daniel saw Joseph Smith (dead and 

there watching over them) and Brigham Young, the power of the holy 

people scattered when Nauvoo temple burned, Brigham Young preparing 

to lead saints to go to Utah. 
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-Use a jubilee. 171.5 years would be time times and half a time in jubilees, 

that takes us to 2017 with the woman in sky constellation and the 1st of 2 

total solar eclipses. 

 

Part 2:  

-the second half of the 7 year tribulation, this is like labor pains, half way 

through, you know its time to go to the hospital (*time to go to the places 

of refuge!) 

-each seal is 1000 years as taught Elder Bruce R McConkie and lds.org 

-great quake in 6th seal opening, should have been about 1000 years ago. 

in Africa Asia and Europe over 1 million died in a great quake, 1202AD 

killed 1.1 million, not counting those in areas we have no record of. 

smaller population then, so this was a huge deal. from 0 - 1000 about 900k 

died in quakes this was 5th seal. from 1000-1200 1.5 million die in 

quakes. about 5 million died in quakes in 6th seal. 

rev. 6:15 1132 to 1202 quakes were so bad they hid in the caves 

there will be more quakes in 7th seal. 

-rev 7:1-3 in 6th seal hurting things withheld until sealed in foreheads the 

servants of God (note: Mormon doctrine says this happens by laying on of 

hands)). these echo temple ordinances. 

-before year 2000 we had 6888 temples, in 2000 we added 34 temples. so 

in 1 year we got half as many as we had in 170 years. 

-Joel scripture indicating temple dedication 

-Another Joel scripture fulfilled in the 2020 General Conference of solemn 

assembly and fast  

-rev 7:9-----12 all hear temple dedication palmyra. 

-April 6 2000 was 170 anniversary of the restoration, so this palmyra 

dedication fits the Joel and Revelation so then is half hour 

-half hour is about 20.83 years about 21, which is 3 7's. 

-rev 13 those in white always in the temple, apostles said this was the 

144000 foreordained in heaven. 

-1440000 symbolic not fixed, more of a title 
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-when Enoch city taken up, messengers came down and taught people 

getting those willing to join them, this was the flood, we will copy this 

pattern before the baptism of fire on the earth. the elect will be changed 

translated to assist others during the tribulations. 

-President Russel M Nelson "I fear too many" not having privileges they 

could. footnotes take you to D&C 107:19 or just 9 which speaks of 

translation. Joseph Smith Translation of Genesis 14 also footnote, more of 

Enoch etc. 

-these scriptures speak of translation, interacting with members of city of 

Enoch, direct visits with God, etc. 

-rev 1-7 chronological, the rest not... 

- 2 record huricanes Jose and Maria (Joseph and Mary) then the Rev. 12 

sign in the sky of the child being born. 

-Some 7th seal events have started. rev 12 woman in sky rev 12:1. Jupiter 

in Virgo 42 weeks, September 2017, the eve of Rosh Hashanah is when 

Jupiter left. as Jupiter exited Virgo these stars were aligned for 1st time in 

7k years. Leo Mercury Mars Venus make the 12, and thee sun, moon at 

foot. 

-Crown of 12 stars the apostles. woman the church. child delivered is the 

kingdom of God on earth says lds.org. 

-Rev. 12:5 speaks of bringing forth the man child. then rev 12:6 speaks of 

3.5 yr woman in wilderness, later in rev 12 speaks of another 3.5 years. 1st 

3.5 called the time of trouble, 2nd called the great tribulations, or day of 

Jehovah.  

-1948 Israel became a nation. dan 9:::::24 says 70 weeks or years upon thy 

people to finish the transgression, bring in righteousness, anoint most 

holy, etc. 

this fulfilled in that day with temple destruction but another fulfillment - 

70th year of Israel becoming a nation, 70 plus 1948 you get 2018 may 14 

the anniversary 70 years to the day we moved the US embassy from Tel 

Aviv to Jerusalem. 

 

-Daniel said to watch for 69th year too so that’s 2017. 
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August 2017 total solar eclipse over the US completely, very rare. just 

after this eclipse were the 3 record breaking hurricanes in US, Jose or 

Joseph and Maria or Mary, then the rev 12 sign of virgin giving birth to 

child .... 

-2017 was 70th jubilee of Israel leaving Egypt. 

 

-24min. mark chart to note, shows sets of thousands of jubilees and 

significant events, and how it mirrors. 

 

Part 3: 

 

-the 2 eclipses more detail: 2017 2024 7 years apart. rev and dan speak of 

2 sets of tribulations of 3.5 years each which is 7 yrs. 

-the eclipse passed 7 towns with name of Salem. Jerusalem means new 

Salem, Salem means complete or whole like 7 meaning, and means peace. 

-2nd eclipse makes x over heartland of America. 

-the 2 eclipses intersect over Missouri. a bit south of Jackson county, but 

New Madrid fault could change that with an earthquake... 

-Matt 18:22 70x7 forgive. 7 often means complete. can mean until 

something complete. could mean continue to forgive until the end until i 

come again in the 7th period of time. 

-Israel a nation 70 years prior to 1st eclipse, then 7 years later until the 2nd 

eclipse. the paths of the eclipses make an x. so we have 70 x 7. so after 

2nd eclipse, we are moving on to a new phase. 

-Israel mints commemorative coin, Ezra helped the temple be built. Ezra 

speaks of Cyrus. the temple coin mentions 70 years to fulfill Daniels 

promise, it say s build a house to the lord. Trump moves US embasy to 

Israel 70 years to the day after Israel was made a nation in 1948, in 2018.  

-more info on holy days presented. 

-Rosh Hashanah is the day god is proclaimed king this is the day the Virgo 

sign delivered the baby 
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-Something about 40 days after 1st eclipse then day of atonement, which 

we didn't honor, so we have to repent for our ow sins. 

-Talk by Ezra Taft Benson prepare yourselves for the great day of the 

Lord 

-Scripture says stake centers are a place of protection for when wrath is 

poured out without measure.  

-Benson that talk says we are living in the days of the signs and wonders, 

that as sure as the temple thrown down prophecy by Christ, so do we live 

in the time of the signs and wonders 

 

-That talk Benson has challenging questions for us. He spoke of the rising 

generation which will not falter. he says to rise in this momentous hour. 

He says specifically that as it was for the Jesus prophecy 40 years 

destruction coming, so will it be with our generation. So an hour is 40 

years in God’s time if you do the 1000 years is 1 day to God conversion. 

And 40 years after this talk is 2021 or thereabouts. 

-Levi given inheritance forever. Joseph Smith taught (ref in presentation) 

that the hereditary role of the Levites was forever. (Note: This could mean 

they don’t need priesthood conferred, they’re born with it, so they can do 

valid temple offerings even though they don’t know about the restored 

gospel yet.) 

-Cleon Skousen went to Jerusalem years ago and helped them plan their 

4th temple. its the 3rd stone temple and 4th if counting the tent temple. 

Joseph Smith said the animal sacrifice would continue. Skousen says Levi 

tribe will be responsible for building their own temple. 

temppleinstitute.org . 

D&C 13 is what speaks of sons of levy offer; until offer in righteousness ; 

so they do sacrifice until they learn to do it without the blood. 

-their hereditary priesthood will perhaps become fully effective as they do 

their sacrifices. 

-actual temple in city of David just outside wall of Jerusalem. excavating 

temple there, a spring runs under it , Ghione spring. 

these are the Cohenim. they have kept this blood line pure over 2000 
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years. they have in the last decade training in the rites. December 2018 

they dedicated their altar, invited 70 nations, and gave a wheat offering. 

-Ezra 3 speaks of altar laid then about 2.5 years later the[n the] rest, if this 

repeats then around they finish (review this part) 

-something about 40 days before something (review this part) 

-Passover 2019 was 40 days after dedicating Rome temple. President 

Uchtdorf spoke of Paul walking 40 days to Rome.  

-1st Passover in our day being carried out in thousands of years 

-This group is determined to build a temple on Mt. Moriah 

-President Benson talk with references to 40. Then he speaks of an hour of 

trial, which equals about 40 years, and 40 years from that talk in 1981 is 

2021. 

-Elder Bednar Christmas Devotional 2015: 5 years from his message the 

Lord will come (to the Saints). H says to personally apply Samuel the 

Lamanites message to yourself as though you were hearing a prophet 

tell you future events today, then he read the passage wherein Samuel the 

Lamanite makes the 5 year prophecy. 5 years from this talk is December 

2020! 

 

Part 4: 

 

-Elder Ronald A. Rasband quote April 2020 General Conference: we are 

who will welcome the Lord at his 2nd coming 

-change of temple ceremonies of late have purpose, such as showing the 

invitation era is over. Robe and shoe note. The invitation to a wedding was 

verbal anciently, and a person would put their robe over the other shoulder 

to indicate they were already invited. So switching the robe shoulder 

indicates the period of inviting is over. (Note: Elder Rasband says 

President Nelson has received very important revelations concerning the 

temple. This adjustment is surely one of them.)  
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-bride and groom ancient patterns which will play out again at Lord’s 

coming (Note: Some say it was ancient tradition for the announcements of 

the groom coming to be about a half hour) 

 

 

 

Q&A With Jodi Stoddard on the Half Hour of Silence 

& Related Topics 
 

Shared with permission, 12.29.22 

Q: I have been studying doctrine and covenants 88 it seems to say that after the half-hour 

of silence the resurrections start happenning, I haven’t seen those.  

 

A: I believe what is happening to begin with are TRANSLATIONS into TERRESTRIAL 

beings (vs 95-98).  I did a video on Translated beings.  They are they who will live during 

the Millennium.  They are still mortal and have power over their own 

death.  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jK0ytbIIgRw    

 

Q: Revelation 8 says that the half-hour is just after the seventh seal opens and before the 

trumpets. perhaps Revelation 8 and doctrine and covenants 88 are serving two different 

purposes? Perhaps we should give more heed to the doctrine and covenants as it is more 

modern? Perhaps there is no conflict and doctrine and covenants 88 just doesn't highlight 

the trumpets which happened between the 1/2 hour and the second coming?  

 

A: The Seventh Seal opens YEARS prior to His return and the beginning of the 

Millennium... Some people are beginning to consider that there are two different 'half 

hours' - one that is about 21 years, and one that is literally 30 minutes.  Not sure where I 

stand on that yet... 

I think the problem is when we read that we think it refers to his FINAL coming.... and I 

believe it is referring to one of his prior advents. 

The scriptures are condensed and we tend to look at it as a sequential set of events that 

happen one immediately after the other... but for some there is time in between - even 

enough to make it a completely different event.... but we have read and understood it as 

one. 

Christ is mentioned to appear at least 7 times over a period of several years. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jK0ytbIIgRw
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The way I see it unfolding, Daniel, Revelation AND D&C are all aligning. 

Rev 12 is a great example of that.. it is THREE events involving THREE separate groups 

of people that happens over a minimum of 3 1/2 year time period..... all in one chapter. 

Daniel predicted the sign of the Woman in the Sky (of Rev 12).... that shows us we really 

are where we are. Way too many coincidences aligning. 

 

We are in D&C vs 95 right now.. the half hour is in the process of ending. But if you 

continue reading, it doesn't say the Second Coming will happen at the end - but that the 

SAINTS will see his face and be taken up in a cloud (translation time for the 5 wise 

virgins) and they will come down with him at a later time. 

I mean look at everything that has to happen AFTER verse 95!!! 

It isn't just a single event, but several events... not just a single scene in a movie, but 

several scenes. 

I don't know if that makes sense? 

 

as for trumpets.... they are there after verse 95.... Perhaps they are different trumpets? But 

perhaps they correspond directly with those from the 7 Angels in Revelation? 

The 5 wise virgins go into the wedding feast (fall under translation or some sort of 

protection) and then the plagues are poured out and the trumps sound.... 

I see Rev 12 as a side-by-side of D&C 88 ... 

in Rev 7 JOhn is seeing the future and the foreordained 144K who have NOT yet gone 

through the tribs (because yes we are still in the 6th seal when he sees them), but he sees 

them as having already traversed the tribs ... 

As for the beasts... I look at it as when it was translated they had no idea what John was 

trying to describe.... John didn't know how to describe what he was seeing.. .so those who 

translated his words just used a generic word which ended up being 'beast' in English... 

we kinda use this word for all sorts of things too... like the saying "that is just the nature 

of the beast"...... it is NOT a particular beast or person or thing when we use it in that 

vernacular.. .it just is a word that means lots of things... 

I would guess that when they tried to translate what he had tried to describe, they had no 

idea what word to use... if that makes sense. 

I have a feeling the word has nothing to do with animals (despite what part of the 

description is in the topical guide) but rather has to do with different types of ministering 

angels, guardian angels, warrior angels, healing angels, protecting angels, and whatever 

else. 

Also when he describes animals with different heads, it is obvious that those are nations 

whose symbols ARE different animals.... 

 

 

Q: Concerning the Elder Bednar talk in Dec. 2015 Christmas devotional with the ‘5 years 

from now’ 

 

A: He gave it Dec 2015. 

Dec 2020 is 5 years later... 
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5 years is the number we were looking at. 

Samuel the Lamanite gave a 5 year warning for the coming of Jesus (his birth). 

Dec 21, 2020 is the convergence I mention in the video of two of the assumed stars that 

made the Star of Bethlehem (the sign Samuel told them to watch for) 

So this sign happens 5 years after Bednar's talk. 

5 years after his talk also places us in the middle of the 2 eclipses. 

It is close to the end of the half hour of silence. 

 

... and all the other things that pointed to this time at the end of 2020 and spring of 

2021.  If the Nauvoo Temple dedication was the one to look at instead of the Palmyra, 

then that adds two years to the formula.  And remember, it says "ABOUT an half hour of 

silence"... so there is leeway...   Also, it doesn't mean that is when His return will be, it 

means that it is pointing to something significant... perhaps the beginning of 

translations/being caught up as in D&C 88:95-98 and 45:44-48 which points to a 'rapture' 

type event PRIOR to His arm falling upon the nations and PRIOR to the Mount of Olives 

event... and 'then' it says the righteous DESCEND WITH HIM that final time... in order 

to 'DESCEND' we must have previously 'ASCENDED'.  No matter how the timing plays 

out and which of His precursory visits happen first (or may have happened), WE HAVE 

ENTERED THE RIVER and are headed down stream in the raft, with rapids behind us 

and in front of us.... we are IN THE MIDDLE of the final events.  The 'desolating 

scourge' spoken of by Daniel, which closes the temples (and did) has already happened 

AND CONTINUES as an ongoing scourge affecting the ENTIRE WORLD physically, 

emotionally, financially, spiritually....  It is the beginning of the troubles according to 

Daniel and other end-time prophets.    

 

 

Comment on 2020 Temple Closures & 144k 

Fulfillment 
 

An interesting comment (anonymous) on one of my last day fulfillment 

presentations:  

“TWO observations to consider: Are we witnessing the 'curse' of Elizah? 

(Mal 4:5-6) "Turning hearts of children to fathers " has actually been taken 

away.... no more ordinances for ancestors can be performed across all 

Temples on the face of the earth! (And yet 'exploits' are being carried out 

for the living by those dressed in white Dan 11:32). Therefore are we 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LqVYBpyMP_Q&t=692s
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witnessing that "smite the earth with a curse" is being justified? ALSO: 

The Stake Quorums' of High Priests have been taken away, similar to 

when the Seventy was taken from the lower authority of local Stake 

leadership. The High Priests of the Church (BTW| of which were more 

than 144,000 from every nation, kindred, tongue, and people at the end of 

the sixth seal Rev 7. [Symbolic see D&C 77:6]) will be re-organized at a 

much higher level of quorum presidency? Do not discredit the numberless 

concourses of ordained (sealed) High Priests already positioned around the 

world being sanctified and given priesthood power to form this prophesied 

body of tribes of Israel, of which we are apart!” 

 

 

 

7th seal already? half silence? 
 

Are we in the 7th seal? Is the half hour of silence from 2000-2020? 

What insights can you all share on this topic? Further, do you all support 

the half hour silence 21 year theory, and what do you expect in the near 

future? Some suggest a pre-millennial coming of Christ around that time, 

others suggest we are just headed for hard times. A thing tricky for me still 

is that Revelation 8 speaks of trumpets after the half hour silence, and 

D&C 88:95 speaks of the face of the Lord unveiled after half hour silence. 

 

It does say "SAINTS' are the ones who will see him.... it doesn't say 

everyone will see him.... one must read the scriptures before and after for 

context. 

 

D&C 88:95....... and the face of the Lord shall be unveiled; 

 

96 And the SAINTS that are upon the earth, who are alive, shall be 

quickened (TRANSLATED)and be caught up to meet him. 

 

It's pretty clear. 
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Compare Revelation 12.... 

 

The 7th seal opened in the year 2000. Many signs were given and 

prophecy fulfilled. The 1/2 of silence began directly. It is 20.8 years. It 

will be done this fall. If the seventh seal was broken in the spring of 2000, 

then it stands to reason it will end in the fall of 2020. However, if it was 

broken at any other time of the year it will likely be finished at the 

beginning of 2021. Some speculate (through various signs) that the seven 

years of tribulation began in the year 2017. I just don’t believe this. There 

is no supporting documents that state the seven-year tribulation will begin 

within the half hour of silence. Some use the fact the Prophet said we were 

at a hinge point. However a hinge point can be recognized as a number Of 

different changes. “A HingePoint is the point where something literally 

pivots. It's the turning point where you are going to see a significant 

change take place.” The Profit mentioned this at the dedication of the 

Rome, Italy temple. But he mentioned it again later. Very significant 

statement but didn’t mean that the seven years of tribulation we’re 

beginning or that we are in the middle of it. I believe that hinge point is 

the end of the half hour of silence in the beginning of the seven years of 

tribulation. There are particular things that need to take place within the 

first 3.5 years of the seven years in such a catastrophic manner the 

devastation would run across this land as never before seen. That has not 

happened. But it is coming. Some use astronomical signs as well. It would 

appear that some of these signs definitely appear to fulfill prophecy. 

Again, the kind of devastation but it talks about in the seven years of 

tribulation just has not happened. What I am saying is the beginning stages 

of that seven years of tribulation. It certainly does not feel or appear that 

we are in the middle of it. I do believe that is certainly coming and we 

have less than a year to prepare ourselves for what is about to happen. As 

far as when the Lord will come in his full glory, he will make three 

different appearances. The final one being for all the world to see. 
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Elly Garrison you are very correct. Just one further point it doesnt say in a 

half an hour but about a half an hour. So things could even take longer 

before the 7 years of trumibulations begin which I think will be in 2023 

and go to 2030. But before that time things can get bad. Psalm 22 is My 

God my God why hast thou fosaken me. This is to match events that will 

occur in 2022. And Psalm 23 Walking through the valley of death I will 

fear no evil. For 2023. Bad events started in 2020 with Covid19 and the 

lockdowns by the left that were completly unwarented and now the riots. 

It has begun and we will see the storms (hurricanes) get worse by Sept. 

We have a summer of riots too. Oh the joy. Not. 

 

 

I heard an interpretation that the 21 years of silence could be our own 

brethren preaching nothing but milk for 21 years (do a little better, be a 

little kinder, say your prayers, etc.). They do this because so few “saints” 

responded to the bold meaty talks. So few got food storages or worked to 

get out of debt. So few were serious about repentance and becoming 

sanctified. So few sought the face of the Lord. 

I imagine it could be painful for angels to watch people get bored and 

passionless about Christ and the fullness of His Gospel in our church 

meetings and homes...especially knowing what was coming. They knew 

we’d need oil in our lamps and that time was running out to get it. 

Maybe not the whole interpretation but I liked hearing it because it helped 

make sense as to why our leaders were seeming so...silent. 

 

Jodi agrees, There is a pattern to the teaching of the prophets... 

They preach repentance until just prior to destruction and then they preach 

faith, hope and charity...... we are coming out of 21 years of primarily 

faith, hope and charity now. 

 

 

Read About Daniels time line. We need to have a peace treaty signed 
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between Israel and Palestine. He revealed that when the peace treaty is 

signed there will be 7 years til Christ’s return. There is 3.5 yrs of Peace 

followed by a period of time. I believe that is when Adam-Ondi-amen will 

occur and Christ will appear (at a worldwide temple dedication) and will 

instruct us for the last 3.5 years. Then He will come in “all His glory”. 

Whew good luck with this. Look it up “Daniels Timeline” 

Nate Richardson you can (of course) find it on Utube. And of course there 

are a lot of different interpretations of it. A lot of the other religions have 

studied the peace treaty as well as Daniels Timeline. So I like to try and 

put all studies of last day info from all different religions and see what I 

come up with. Ya so check Utube for starts and I may have a book or two, 

but I’ll have to find them. But one clue about the 1/2 hr of silence, most if 

not al religions have no idea what occurs during that time. I put a few idea 

together and came up with my own idea. I read in the Deseret news about 

Adam ondi amen, that it will be one of the biggest sacraments ever. And I 

remember a time we had a temple dedication on Sunday rather then church 

so I kinda thot that was odd, but maybe just a nice practice time for Adam 

Ondi Amen. (Prob spelled wrong🤷🏼♀️) anyhow on and on. Too much to 

write about so have fun studingy 

 

I believe Jesus will be revealed at the Feast of the trumpets sometime after 

the half-hour of silence is over probably a few years even so actually it's a 

special day one of the Jewish holy days we might want to look that up 

 

 

I just look at the yuga cycles 

 

 

After the half hour of silence will be a major sign in the sky to the saints 

that the second coming is at hand. The world will call it a comet a planet 

exsedra 

 

Harold Rudick there is a comet expected this year. I watched a fascinating 

and detailed exploration that the 7 years of tribulation would start in 2020, 
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preceded by a comet and what others call “the rapture” where believers 

will be taken up by to meet the Lord. 

 

Billie Garcia in Isaiah institute said of the 7 trib::::: 

I think you mean the two periods of 3.5 years which added together equal 

the 7 years of Tribulation. See Revelation 7:14, Mark 13:24 & Matt 24:21, 

29 for the great tribulation. Daniel 12:1, 4 about the end times. Revelation 

12 talks about the woman having to flee into the wilderness for a time, and 

times, and half a time. This is thought to mean those 3 1/2 years. There are 

several other scriptures that talk about a period of 3.5 years. Daniel 7:25 

talks about a period of a time, and times, and half a time, where believers 

are persecuted by "the little horn" see also Daniel 12:7. Rev 11:2 talks 

about the holy city (Jerusalem) being trampled (by armies) for 42 months 

(which is 3.5 years). See also Rev 12:6 and 13:5. Many people interpret 

Daniel 9:27 to be the scripture that divides the seven year period of 

tribulation, sometimes called Daniel's '70th week'. Other scriptures refer to 

a period of 1,260 days, which is also a 3.5 year period (see Rev 11:3). 

Personally, my belief is that when the woman flees from the serpent, (Rev 

12) into the wilderness is the beginning of the 3.5 year start of the 

tribulation period, which is a period of great judgements upon the earth 

and persecutions of believers. I believe that the second part occurs when 

the dragon goes 'to make war with the remnant of her seed'. I believe the 

war will begin at Jerusalem in this second half. This is my opinion only. 

And we know that at the end of this period is the coming of our Savior. 

(JS-Matthew 1:36) And, as I said before, after the tribulation of those 

days, and the powers of the heavens shall be shaken, then shall appear the 

sign of the Son of Man in heaven, and then shall all the tribes of the earth 

mourn; and they shall see the Son of Man coming in the clouds of heaven, 

with power and great glory; 
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Did Joseph Say All of the Book of Revelation is Future, 

Meaning No Seals Done Yet? Not Exactly 
The church manual indicates that Joseph was referring to the 6th and  7th seal events as 

those at hand and of the future.  

The manual also points out that when revelations speaks of the seals, most of the verses 

about them are devoted to the 7th seal, that this is the emphasis for our time, which 

supports the point that we are living in the 7th seal.  

 

(Slide contributed by Masa Yoshi)  

 

Time between Mt. of Olives and the Fire of the Lord's 

Coming to All the World? Debate Perspectives 
 

With burying the dead 7yrs after the war of 2 million which Jesus appears at to save the 

Jews (Armageddon), what about the world being burned? If Christ's appearance to 

Olives is the coming in glory, why would we bury the dead if like all the wicked are 

dead from the fire? On the one hand, it’s burying the weapons etc. because it’s now the 

millennium of peace and no more war. On the other hand, it is not yet the great and 

dreadful day of the Lord’s coming to al the world, buring the wicked with the 

brightness of his coming.  
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Doesn't this indicate the Olives is before the fire?  

 

Couldn't the time between those 2 events be a time of preaching, like, a last call to all 

the world, this time including the heathen nations now open to the preaching of the 

gospel (with continents rejoined and evil dictators out of the way) before the burning? I 

think this would be quite neat, a time when many are aware of Christ, that the 

reasonable people of the earth have the way cleared for more faith in Christ, and a time 

of great gathering before the end.  

 

Some say that Ezek. 38-9 are about the battle of Gog and Magog at the end of the 

millennium, that there won’t be a 7 year burying/cleanup after armageddon, but a 

closer look reveals that the battle of Gog and Magog IS the battle of armageddon, and 

that this repeats at the end of the millennium as well (Rev. 20:7-8).  

Why does all this matter? Because the Lord’s coming at the Mt. of Olives cou ld be a 

time where there is much yet to do before the final coming of the Lord. It could also 

indicate the Mt. of Olives event being closer at hand, since we know the heathen 

nations haven’t had the gospel preached to them yet.  Or we could just preach to the 

heathen nations once the millennium has started, after the great and dreadful day, 

bringing the ignorant righteous up to a higher level.  

 

Kenneth Jeppesen shares his view that the coming at the Mt. of Olives is the second 

coming: “D&C 45 seems incredibly clear that his appearance to the Jews is his second 

coming and glory. People seem to mindlessly quote president Benson without looking 

into the sources of the scriptures that he references. He takes section 45 and splits it into 

two parts and I just don't think you can justify that from the text. The only other source 

that could back up the idea that I have been able to find was from a talk in the early 

1900s, Cowley maybe? I don't remember offhand. But every time I have asked people to 

give me an argument for why there is a gap making them separate appearances, they 

haven't been able to give me anything.” 

 

It does seem to fit that for the 2 servants killed in Jerusalem, they get resurrected 3 days 

later, so the resurrection / coming of the Lord in glory should take place at that time.  

I just don't understand, the coming is to be in glory consuming the wicked, so why would 

be need a mountain to split for them to escape, if Christ's coming at that time was already 

slaying all the wicked? Maybe he comes to the mountain, then like 5 minutes later comes 

in the sky to all the world? 
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I don’t know.  

 

This manual indicates a separate time for Mt. of Olives and the coming to the world but 

doesn’t appear to give references for that (Enrichment H: The Last Days 

(churchofjesuschrist.org)) 

 

 

List of Points in Favor of 2000-2020 half hour of 

Silence in the 7th Seal 
 

 

Opening 

-9/11  

-Turn of the millennium matches 7 seals of 1000 year periods  

-Prophet Hinckley says Joel of blood moon etc is fulfilled  

 

 

Closing 

-Prophet Nelson leads hosana shout solemn assembly, calls for a fast, fulfills scripture 

in Joel.  

-Quake trumpet falls at icon of the church. 

-200th anniversary of the restoration, theyve rejected it, now the judgements come.  

-Desolating scourge covid 19 appears in the generation of the returning of the Jews in 

the 1950s 

 

 

Resource: D&C Manual on the Last Days 
Enrichment H: The Last Days (churchofjesuschrist.org) 

 

Some timeline notes to sort in 
 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/manual/doctrine-and-covenants-student-manual/enrichment-h-the-last-days?lang=eng&fbclid=IwAR3Ga1ceZsASfhcoXaTrLPGIBxsrxpLp_CmHBi_P78OXxsWsWHN1BxdN2Fw
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/manual/doctrine-and-covenants-student-manual/enrichment-h-the-last-days?lang=eng&fbclid=IwAR3Ga1ceZsASfhcoXaTrLPGIBxsrxpLp_CmHBi_P78OXxsWsWHN1BxdN2Fw
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/manual/doctrine-and-covenants-student-manual/enrichment-h-the-last-days?lang=eng&fbclid=IwAR3Ga1ceZsASfhcoXaTrLPGIBxsrxpLp_CmHBi_P78OXxsWsWHN1BxdN2Fw
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-????: Ezra’s Eagle. Some say it was fulfilled in Rome (see this video: ) 

some say it is being fulfilled now by USA Presidents, etc. (See James 

Prout’s LastDaysTimeline.com). Dual fulfilments are common in 

scriptural language. 

  

 

To sort in: 

In the time of President David o McKay the church became international 

  

president Nelson declared that we are living in the time that Nephi saw 

  

Also the Levites dedicated the altar of the temple in late 2018. How about 

the approximate date of the weddings of the lamb, Nate Richardson? 

more evidence that one thousand years to man is a day to God is in that 

Adam ate the fruit and in the day he did he died 

in the Hyrum Andrus lecture of Nephi John part 1 he says 1967 is when 

the time of the gentiles was fulfilled at the end of the seven days war 

because that's when Jerusalem was no longer trodden underfoot by the 

gentiles  and the scripture says that is when the time of the gentiles is over. 

1000-2000 The sixth seal the 144,000 are called This is likely an event 

that happens in heaven, people are set apart for doing this sort sort of work 

on Earth. In the days of Joseph Smith several were set apart. It was told to 

them that the calling among those numbers are already begun. this shows 
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that not only mortal beings but translated and resurrected etc beatings will 

be part of the 144000. 

Joseph Smith changes days to years in the scripture that says The chase by 

the dragon the woman flees to the wilderness for a thousand and however 

many days Joseph Smith changes that two years well if you do the math 

about 570 ad is when the apostasy started and then the woman is done 

being in the wilderness when the gospel is restored through Joseph Smith 

Make sections on the timeline of pre mortality. can include the snake 

gathering 1/3 with its tail and all that narrative that's a type of what 

happened in heaven so it is a type of what happens on Earth 

1789 Constitution ratified. 1829 priesthood of God restored. 40 years 

between these dates. This was a time people repented and became ready 

for the priesthood. 40 is the repentance window. 

apparently marrone I said to Joseph Smith that the 10 tribes will return 

after the redemption of Zion. See the Zion through the ages lecture by 

hyrum Andrus. 

2033 NASA says blood moons will be happening that year and those 

blood moons are on all of the holy days 

David Ridges points out mark of beast is symbolic. Hand and forehead 

anciently were marked or tattooed to show allegiance. Our countenance 

shows such. 

David ridges says there's evidence there'll be a temple in Egypt! 

Chernobyl translates to black grass. It is similar to the word "chornobyl". 

Which is wormwood. 

add this to the calendar and it could even be a good addition to the we are 

in the seventh seal document it actually will be very good for that 

document The Book of Revelation speaks of the calling of the 144,000 
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and then 7 chapters later it's not until seven chapters later that it speaks of 

the hundred forty-four thousand performing their ministry the supports the 

theory that the calling of these was done in the sixth Seal in the spirit 

world 

  

Book of enoch to come fulfilled, discoveries at time of Nibley and his 

writing of such 

Everything after Revelation 7 is about the seventh seal so we know that 

the woman in the heavens sign and the Rome Temple dedication are 

seventh seal events 

Hinckley said blood moon is fulfilled if I recall. Ome suggested the Rev 

scripture of opening of 7th seal with palm leaves and hosanas was fulfilled 

in navoo temple dedication broadcast year 2000. Nelson said in April 

ensign the separation of good and bad is about to happen. Nelson said in 

this conf (or the ensign or something recently) that this is a hinge point in 

the church. Mcconkie said in millennial Messiah that the half hour of 

silence after the 7th seal is opened could translate to about 20 years after 

year 2000. PS things sure are silent right now due to shutdown 

coronavirus. Temples announced in China and India suggest the gospel to 

the world is expanding. Hastening of the work Monson said is why the 

missionary age change. Bednar this conf points out all the temples that 

have burst open in the last century. Church manuals and scriptures plainly 

say the seals represent 1000 year periods. I heard someone report that 

Nelson said in a stake conf that we are living in the 7th seal but I don't 

have a quote or sorce on that. Orson Hyde dedicated Jerusalem for the 

return of Jews around 1960 and Jews have flooded into Jerusalem since 

then, I think that is fulfilled. Adamondiahman could be a private meeting 

already done for all we know. Wars in the east see biblical, perhaps not to 

armegeddon scale yet. Coronavirus shutdown is unprecedented, I've had 

an 80 year old tell me he has never seen anything like this. Tons of people 

are without jobs and severely hurting at least financially due to the 
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shutdown. I don't recall where I think it was a recent conference that it was 

said things aren't going to get easier from here on out, just harder (though 

there was optimism this conference about cornona stuff settling down 

eventually) (but the economic aftermath could be the real killer). Another 

world wide hosana shout at this conf. The restoration proclamation 

announced this conf makes it pretty plain for all the world to know. It 

seems we yet await a temple in Jerusalem, mega temple in Jackson 

County, big famine maybe already fulfilled). The 2 prophets lying in the 

streets may have been fulfilled by Joseph and Hyrum (in America which 

can be considered a Jerusalem so the glove fits, and as JSFoundatiom 

points out the 3.5 I think year ministry of those prophets is fulfilled by 

them too because exactly the time lapse from announcement to gather to 

their death was that interval.) Sealed portion book of Mormon mcconkie 

says we won't get until the millennium because we are as a people too 

wicked and neglect what scripture we have. 144000 we know the ranks for 

that were already being selected in Joseph Smiths day, and it can be 

symbolic of having people sharing the gospel from all tribes. Sister Nelson 

says at a conference in Russia she asked those present to raise the hand 

depending on which tribe they were and members of all but 1 tribe were in 

attendance. Translation to endure the tribulations but surely those obedient 

to word of wisdom (the thou shalts not just the thou shalt nots) are being 

protected from many of the diseases of our time. Mcconkie said there will 

yet be martyrs in this dispensation, there are tons of Christians around the 

world being killed right now because of their Christianity but I think 

mcconkie may have been referring to leaders of the church and LDS 

specifically being killed. Gadianton robbers parallel likely fulfilled with 

9/11 and subsequent terrorism. War to come on US soul was fulfilled by 

the civil war but I think prophecy remains to be filled about Chinese 

invasion in the western US and Russian invasion in the eastern US. I think 

Benson's words about having food storage being like getting on Noah's ark 

are yet to be fulfilled. I'm excited about Christs personal ministry at the 

new Jerusalem, this will happen before the grand 2nd coming. 

Ezra's eagle the other wing has started because Trump is the first president 

elected in 80 years who hasn't had approval of the CFR. They are trying to 
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make homeschool illegal. We almost elected an open socialist Sanders and 

an open gay Butigig or whatever. Obama was gay but not openly. Things 

being shouted on the roof tops is being fulfilled by electronic data tracking 

and spying. 

Supposedly need Antichrist to sit in temple blaspheming still. 

'pray your flight not be in the winter' could have been fulfilled by the 

pioneers who got stuck in the snow. 

Isaiah 7 women cling to 1 man could have been fulfilled in the polygamy 

era of the restoration. 

There ia a quote that animal blood sacrifice yet to be restored for a season 

must happen, that's not happened yet. 

There are always rumors about tent cities being prepared by the church, 

but with the gathering taking place world wide, this is likely an effort of 

each stake rather than of just one area. 

In April ensign Nelson says special saints will live in New Jerusalem, this 

suggests we will not all herd to that location, but most will stay in their 

local stakes. 

The moon under foot and virgin trevail star virgo alignment stuff was 

fulfilled in 2017. 

  

2020april eyring talk: we help people be ready for the lords 2nd coming. 

House bill 6666, see bundy vid, about coming into homes for covid 

checks, etc 

Elder cook April 2019 great love for our fathers children in the subheading 

preparing eternal families and individuals to dwell with God he said that 

President Nelson has received profound important Revelations concerning 

temples and Temple worship this suggests that the changes which were 

made are very important the robe to the other shoulder and the removal of 

the veil some have suggested is symbolic of the invitation to the wedding 

feast being over and the time for the feast to begin as well as the power of 

women to come forth and not be hidden under availing anymore and the 
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women represent the church so it's symbolic of the entire church stepping 

forward in great power 

See also April 2019 Elder d Todd christofferson his talk on preparing 

coming for the Lord 

  

on the 10 lost tribes: Joseph Fielding Smith affirms they are together: "The 

promise is made that they shall return, but to this day they are lost to the 

world. As they journeyed to the north many of their number straggled and 

fell behind and mingled with the peoples in the lands through which they 

passed, but the main body continued on their journey and were hidden by 

the hand of the Lord. Joseph Fielding Smith, Restoration of All Things 

(Salt Lake City, Utah: Deseret Book Co., 1945), 131–132.         

on the 10 lost tribes, Elder Bruce R. McConkie claims they are scattered in 

'northern countries'. "There is something mysterious and fascinating about 

believing the Ten Tribes are behind an iceberg somewhere in the land of 

the north, or that they are on some distant planet that will one day join 

itself with the earth, or that the tribe of Dan is in Denmark, the tribe of 

Reuben in Russia, and so forth. A common cliché asserts: "If we knew 

where the Lost Tribes were, they would not be lost." True it is that they 

are lost from the knowledge of the world; they are not seen and recognized 

as the kingdom they once were; but in general terms, their whereabouts is 

known. They are scattered in all the nations of the earth, primarily in the 

nations north of the lands of their first inheritance." Bruce R. McConkie, A 

New Witness for the Articles of Faith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 

1985), 520. ISBN 0877478724. ISBN 978-0877478720 

Bruce's son Joseph Fielding McConkie has an article with a similar idea 

entitled "Scriptural Search for The Ten Tribes & Other Things We Lost". 

Some argue this article makes light of revelations in D&C about them 

being together, etc. 
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may1 2020 bill 6666 come to our homes. see bundy vid 

Isaiah scripture about I cannot read a sealed book 

pause this gives Joseph the case of the gathering of Israel from the four 

corners of the earth and the leading of the ten tribes back noticed the Israel 

is gathered and the 10 tribes are lead 

Isaiah 59 verse 20 through 21 says after the 10 tribes return then the Lord 

appears in Zion 

the after the 7th after the half-hour of silence and then the seven plagues 

you can and the six flag is when they start fighting against Jerusalem and 

then Christ comes to the Mount of Olives parts of the mountain there's 

great earthquake 

Post this document in the Isaiah discovering Isaiah group 

review the talk from this conference rasband prophecy fulfilled and review 

the talk Bednar on temples etc this conference 

Some future date the records of the other lost tribes and the sealed portion 

of the Book of Mormon come forth these may be related to each other 

Joseph sees the sword of Laban in the cave and then returns and the sword 

is unsheathed with the words that it will remain achieved until the return 

of the Lord 

could include that in the millennium people are translated to a terrestrial 

State and there is no death or pain and at the age of a tree the age of 100 

they are changed into an eternal state of Glory also include other things 

like the eventual Second Battle and second burning of the earth and the 

resurrection to the kingdoms of Glory and the Earth being hurtled back 

into space near the presence of God 

And that resurrected people first off terrestrial people during the 
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millennium can have offspring but resurrected people have spiritual 

offspring they eventually make places for them to dwell become gods etc 

Add a link to Bednar vid 5 yr 

president Nelson reminds us that those without the Holy Spirit as their 

guide will not be able to stand the upcoming days you can't be living on 

borrowed light 

president Nelson footnotes to general conference address tells us to study 

certain scriptures about being translated and seeing the face of God that 

these are the privileges we are living beneath 

come follow me at home study manual issued to all Saints so that they are 

all guided and reading book of Mormon curriculum together throughout 

the year. this potentially correlates with the fence and when the church as 

a whole gets to the appearance of the Savior portion of the study it would 

not be surprising If the Savior made some sort of appearance 

Isaiah says in the last days seven women will cleave to one man this could 

have been fulfilled in the days of Joseph Smith it also can potentially be 

yet to be fulfilled in a time of desperate war. 

Pioneers make a modern-day Exodus with Brigham Young to the west 

Dates of Moroni first appearing to Joseph 

Dates of Columbus 

 
 

Last Days Timeline of Rodney M. Cluff  (9.6.20) 
 

(His hollow earth ideas are a little far out but this timeline is maticulously researched and 

sourced. He is a man of great faith.) 
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The following is an excerpt from: 

https://www.ourhollowearth.com/Israel.htm#My_estimates_for_the_last_d

ays_time_line_is_therefore:  

My estimates for the last days time line is therefore: 

2021 - The seven year tribulation of the righteous begins.  The First 

Trumpet of Revelation 8 sounds and fire mingled with something as red as 

blood falls on the earth and burns up a third of all trees and all the green 

grass is burned up. 

The United Nations announces it has become a de facto world government 

and imposes a tax on all the nations of the earth and rules the whole earth 

for 3.5 years (Daniel 7:23-25, Rev 13:1-5, Rev 12:3-4, 6).  This is the First 

Beast Kingdom of Revelation 13.  This First Beast Kingdom of Revelation 

13 is the SAME beast kingdom as the Fourth Beast Kingdom of Daniel 7, 

with 10 horns (kings),  with 7 heads, where another will rise up and 

subdue three of the 10, and will rule the world under Satan.  This last 

Ruler will speak great words against the most High, and shall wear out the 

saints of the most High.  So we will thus recognize him when he comes 

forth.  Rev. 17:9 "The seven heads are seven mountains, on which the 

woman sitteth."  Rome was built upon 7 hills. 

The emergence the first Beast Kingdom, with the global ID2020 initiative. 

2022 - The Second Trumpet sounds.  A great mountain burning with fire is 

cast into the sea and a third part of the sea becomes red as blood, and a 

third part of the creatures in the sea die, and a tsunami of the mountain 

falling into the sea destroys a third of the ships in the oceans.  The U.S. 

refuses to pay the United Nations tax on the United States, and they 

prepare for war.  The Federal Reserve may be nationalized so the US can 

make its own money to finance this war, for which also we will be 

attacked by the United Nations Beast Kingdom. 

2023 - The Third Trumpet sounds.  A great meteor falls on the earth 

burning as a lamp and the dust from the burning meteor poisons a third 

part of the earth's rivers killing many people.  The U.S. President is 

assassinated and the United States is attacked from the north, from the 

east, the west and the south by United Nations forces (Rev 12:17, Rev 

https://www.ourhollowearth.com/Israel.htm#My_estimates_for_the_last_days_time_line_is_therefore
https://www.ourhollowearth.com/Israel.htm#My_estimates_for_the_last_days_time_line_is_therefore
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/8.7?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/8.7?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/7.23-25?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/13.1-5?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/12.3-4,6?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/17.9?lang=eng
https://www.globalresearch.ca/implanted-vaccine-package-id-germanys-parliament-has-ratified-gavis-digital-agenda-id2020/5736277
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/8.8?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/8.10-11?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/12.7?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/13.7?lang=eng
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13:7, Joel 2, Ezekiel 39:6).  Our country rallies behind our military forces 

to defend our country. 

2024 - The Fourth Trumpet sounds.  A third part of the sun shining on the 

earth is darkened by reason of the dust kicked up by the war, as well as a 

third part of the moon and star shine is darkened.  The Lord rallies behind 

our military defense and we win the war, but our federal government is 

destroyed as well as the United Nations government is destroyed (Daniel 

7:11), 3.5 years (1,260 days) after it's start as a De Facto world 

government (Rev 13:10)(Rev 12:6)(Daniel 7:23-26)(Revelation 17:12-14). 

The New Jerusalem is set up in Independence, Jackson County, Missouri 

(D&C 84:2-4).  It becomes the capital city of the Americas, north and 

south.  Those that help set up the New Jerusalem capital city are the 

Latter-day Saints, the American Indians, and the Lost Ten Tribes of 

Israel.  The Political Kingdom of God expands to outer earth.  A highway 

is cast up in the midst of the Arctic Ocean from the City of Eden in Our 

Hollow Earth to Independence, Missouri where America's new capital 

city, the New Jerusalem, is built.  Jesus Christ comes to his temple in the 

New Jerusalem (Malachi 3:1).  He selects 144,000 High Priest 

missionaries, endows them with power so they cannot be killed (translated 

beings), 12,000 from each of the 12 tribes of Israel to go throughout the 

world for the last time to bring all those that wish to belong to the Church 

of the Firstborn. (Rev 14:1-6) (D&C 77:11)  The desolate cities in 

America destroyed in the war are rebuilt and the Stakes of Zion 

strengthened. (Isaiah 54:3) The people of the Lord located by the 

missionary work of the 144,000 will be gathered to the land of their 

inheritance, the Jews to Palestine, and the scattered House of Israel to 

America. (3 Nephi 21:28-29) 

A 2nd Old World Beast Kingdom (Rev 13:11-18) rises from the ashes of 

the United Nations Beast Kingdom, will rule the world except north and 

south America, and will last 3.5 years (Rev. 11:2) before they are 

destroyed by God.  Two Jewish prophets defend the Jews of Israel in 

Palestine from the machinations of the 2nd Beast Kingdom for 3.5 years 

(Rev 11:3). The 2nd Old World Beast Kingdom makes a 7-Year 

agreement with King David of the Political Kingdom of God to let him 

build the temple for the Jews in Jerusalem, but breaks the agreement half 

way through the seven year period, and decides to attack Israel in 

Palestine (Daniel 9:27).  

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/13.7?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/joel/2?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/ezek/39.6?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/8.12-13?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/7.11?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/7.11?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/13.10?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/12.6?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/7.23-26?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/17.12-14?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/84.2-4?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/mal/3.1?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/14.1-6?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/dc-testament/dc/77.11?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/isa/54.3?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/bofm/3-ne/21.28-29?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/13.11-28?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/11.2?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/11.3?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/9.27?lang=eng
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2025 - The Fifth Trumpet sounds.  A great meteor falls to the earth into 

the Arctic causing a great smoke to come up out of the polar opening ("the 

pit") and "Locusts" (hollow earth flying saucers) come flying out of the 

bottomless pit (the hollow earth) to torment the men of the Beast 

Kingdom  government to give up their rule over America (Daniel 7:26-

27).  

2026 - The Sixth Trumpet sounds.  The 2nd Old World Beast Kingdom 

creates a one-currency economic system requiring a chip to be embedded 

in the right hand or forehead of its citizens so they can neither buy or sell 

without the chip.  All citizens are required to worship the image of the 

Beast or be killed (Rev 13:11-18).  

The 2nd Old World Beast Kingdom decides to invade Israel in Palestine to 

"take a spoil" (Ezequiel 38:12) of the riches of the beautiful temple 

(Ezequiel 40) that King David of the Lost Tribes of Israel had built for 

them.  They gather together an army of 200 million men and prepare for 

the attack on Israel. (Rev 9:13-18) 

2027 - The Seventh Trumpet sounds (Rev. 10:6-7, Rev 11:15).  The 

Angel announces there should be time no longer for Lucifer's rule over 

mankind.  Adam, our first forefather, convenes a great convocation of all 

the prophets past and present in Adam-ondi-Ahman, Missouri.  Adam 

receives all the Priesthood keys from all the prophets of each 

dispensation.  Christ comes and Adam delivers all Priesthood keys to 

Christ, and King David of the Political Kingdom of God anoints Jesus 

Christ King of Kings and Lord of Lords. (Daniel 7:9-10, 13-14)  Jesus 

Christ begins his reign as King over the Political Kingdom of God over 

the earth for 1,000 years.  

The 2nd Old World Beast Kingdom breaks its 7-year treaty with the 

Political Kingdom of God half-way through the treaty period and 

commences the war of Armageddon against the country of Israel in 

Palestine (Ezequiel 38).  One third part of men on Earth die in this war 

(Rev 9:18).  The two Jewish prophets that have been defending Jerusalem 

for 3.5 years are killed, then resurrected before everyone's eyes (Rev 

11:11).  Christ, as King over the House of Israel political Kingdom of God 

descends on the Mount of Olives to defend the Jews from the invading 

army at the Battle of Armageddon (Zechariah 12:9-10).  He rains hail 

about the size of a hundred pounds upon the invading army to destroy 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/9.1-12?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/7.26-27?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/dan/7.26-27?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/9.13-21?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/13.11-18?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/ezek/38.12?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/ezek/40?lang=eng
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https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/9.18?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/11.11?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/11.11?lang=eng
https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/ot/zech/12.9-10?lang=eng
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them (Rev 11:19).  The Jews then ask Christ, "What are these wounds in 

the thine hands and feet."  And he tells them, "These wounds are the 

wounds with which I was wounded in the house of my friends.  I am he 

who was lifted up.  I am Jesus who was crucified.  I am the Son of 

God."  "And then shall they weep because of their iniquities; then shall 

they lament because they persecuted their king." (D&C 45:51-53)  The 

Jews then accept Jesus as their Messiah and their King.  

The righteous Saints, the people of God are reaped in the harvest of the 

Earth.  (Rev. 14:15-16)  The face of the Lord shall be unveiled in the sky, 

and all will see Him. The righteous will be caught up to meet Him.  (D&C 

88:95-96) In this reaping of the Earth, the righteous that are alive are 

caught up to the City of Enoch in space.  (Moses 7:63)  It appears as a 

giant spaceship approaching the earth.   Flying Saucer craft from the 

Hollow Earth will also help in reaping the earth of its righteous 

people.  The righteous dead who have lived the Celestial Law will be 

resurrected with Celestial bodies and the righteous dead who have lived 

the Terrestrial Law will be resurrected with Terrestrial bodies and Paradise 

(the Inner Sun) will be emptied. (D&C 88:97-98) 

The Jews then begin the clean up and burn the weapons of the war of 

Armageddon for seven years (Ezequiel 39:9)  God sends seven angels to 

pour out seven plagues (Rev. 16) upon the wicked to try to get them to 

repent of their evil ways before the earth is burned. 

2028 - The First Plague.  A noisome sore develops around the chip, "the 

mark of the beast," embedded in the citizens of the 2nd Beast Kingdom. 

2029 - The Second Plague.  The oceans are poisoned and every living 

thing therein dies. 

2030 - The Third Plague.  The poisonous red dust contaminates all rivers 

and fountains of waters. 

2031 - The Fourth Plague.  The sun's heat becomes seven times hotter and 

scorches men on earth. 

https://www.churchofjesuschrist.org/study/scriptures/nt/rev/11.19?lang=eng
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2032 - The Fifth Plague.  The seat of the 2nd Beast Kingdom becomes 

covered with smoke and darkness and they knaw their tongues with pain 

and swear against God. 

2033 - The Sixth Plague.  The heat of the sun dries up the River 

Euphrates.  The great city of Rome (Babylon the Great) is burned with 

fire. (Rev. 17:16-18)(Rev. 18) 

2034 - The Seventh Plague.  A great earthquake occurs that divides 

Jerusalem into three parts, the cities of the earth fall, every island flees 

away, the mountains are shaken down and great hail falls on men.  (D&C 

88:94) The oceans are driven back into the North Countries of the Hollow 

Earth and the Land of Zion and Jerusalem are returned back into one 

continent by the voice of God (D&C 133:20-24)  The Earth is by-passed 

by the same planet sized comet that caused Noah's flood.  It tips the Earth 

on its axis back to 16 degrees where it was before the flood of Noah.  It 

also pulls the Earth's orbit closer to the Sun to a 290 day orbit where it was 

before the Flood.  The Earth is burned by a solar flare which jumps out 

from the Sun to hit the passing planet-sized comet, but also hits the Earth, 

which boils the oceans. (Isaiah 64:1-2)(Malachi 4:1) The wicked dead are 

cast into the "bottomless pit" of the Hollow Earth's Inner Sun. (Rev 20:1-

3)  Lucifer and his devils ascend into heaven (the Inner Sun), which then 

becomes hell during the Millennium, where all the wicked dead suffer the 

buffetings of Satan for a thousand years. (Isaiah 14:12-14)  The Saints of 

God in the City of Enoch out in space will watch all the earth changes and 

the burning of the surface of the earth by the solar flare.  As the smoke 

comes up the righteous are shown the events in 3D of each of the six 

thousand years of Earth's history since the eviction of Adam and Eve from 

the Garden of Eden. (D&C 88:108-110)  

2035 - The Lord with the City of Enoch descends to repopulate the Earth 

for His Millennial Reign. 

The shell of the planet, both the outer surface and the inner surface, as 

well as within the shell becomes Heaven (Paradise) during the Millennium 

where Christ dwells among men.  There will be no sickness, nor death as 

we know it.  The enmity of beasts will cease and the lion will eat straw 

like the ox.  There will be no rich and nor poor.  The righteous who have 

lived the Celestial Law and/or the Terrestrial Law will be resurrected in 

the blink of an eye at the time of death. 
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3028 - At the end of the Millennium, Lucifer will be loosed upon the Earth 

again to test men. (Rev. 20:7-9)  There will be another last great war, and 

the Saints will be saved by fire coming down from God out of heaven that 

consumes their enemies.  The Earth splits down the mid-Atlantic ridge and 

rolls up like a scroll, disintegrates and dies. (D&C 88:26, Mormon 

9:2, Mormon 5:23, 3 Nephi 26:3) The wicked dead are resurrected with 

Telestial bodies, and the Sons of Perdition will be resurrected with 

Perdition bodies.  God sits upon his great White Throne, and holds the 

Great Last Judgment where we all accept that we have been awarded a just 

reward for our actions on earth. 

Those resurrected with Terrestrial bodies will be placed on a Terrestrial 

world, those with Telestial bodies on a Telestial world.  Lucifer and his 

angels, with the Sons of Perdition are banished to Perdition, which I 

believe is a black hole planet in the Center of our Milky-way Galaxy. 

The Earth is resurrected and becomes the abode of Jesus Christ and his 

Celestial Saints forever after. The Celestial New Jerusalem is brought 

from out of our outer hollow Sun to take the place of the Inner Sun of the 

Earth. (Rev. 21)  (D&C 130:9-11) 

 

 

Scripture References: the wicked will be destroyed by 

burning 

Mal. 4:1; D&C 29:9; 64:23-24; 133:63-64 
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